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What’s new in version 3.1.0 (December 2020)
* Includes .air file for AIR installation on Windows and Mac, as well as a native
Windows application that can be run standalone (no installation required).
* Added support for storing username and password for device IP addresses in the
Nevion Viewer app.
* Now uses a different way of refreshing when clicking the reload button. The new
method prevents the memory usage from going up indefinitely.
* Added a 64-bit version that supports memory usage above 2GB.
* Updated version of AIR SDK 33.1.1.100 and the latest Apache Flex 4.16.1. The
update to the AIR SDK fixes some crash bugs.
Known issues
* Right clicking some elements in Functional Status or the status summary for that
element, might produce the wrong context menu.
* This version does not support HTTPS login to devices.
* If a card is rebooted or a new card is detected, the user interface must be reloaded
manually by clicking the reload button in the Nevion Viewer (reloading is not done
automatically).
* IP address/hostname can't contain extra characters like whitespace, the complete
string will be used when connecting.
* Generating complete system report might fail on devices with many expansion cards
as there is a 30 second timeout for requests. Work-around is to generate system
report for each expansion card individually.
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What’s new in version 3.0.4 (November 2020)
* Native Windows application is now also digitally signed. Previously only the AIR
installer file was signed.
* Fixed a path issue on some Windows installations, by writing an extra permission
entry where the path includes escape codes.
* Now writes permission document to “appData” instead of "Application Data". The
"Application Data" link name is dependent on the language of the OS.
* Includes .air file for AIR installation on Windows and Mac, as well as a native
Windows application that can be run standalone (no installation required).
This is an internal document that provides general information and product updates,
on current released products, that is of interest to the sales team and our customers.
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